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ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHANDIMANDIR 

SAMPLE PAPER 

CLASS-XII, SESSION: 2017-18 

SUBJECT: MULTIMEDIA AND WEB TECHNOLOGY (067) 
 

 

Time: 3h                                                                                                        Max.Marks:70    

 

1. Questions given below are based on DBMS and Multimedia.  

 a. Differentiate between:  

    Design View and Datasheet View 

1 

 b. Name the following:                                                                                                                        

 1.   A data type used for logical value (true/false) in the database. 

            2.   The number of records in a relation. 

1 

 c. The relation Nations isused to maintain some statistics related to some nations of the 

world. Study the tables and answer the following questions:  

Nat ions  

Nat_I

D 

Nat_Name Population Area Status PerCapitalIncom

e A102 Indi

aa 

1.21Billion 3287 Developing $200 

E054 Spain 0.05Billion 50

4 

Developed $1000 

F062 Nigeria 0.16Billion 92

3 

Developing $100 

N013 Canada 0.05Billion 17075 Developed $1200 
 

 

 i. Name the fields that can act as a Candidate keys in the table Nations. 1 

 ii. If  a separate table Population needs to be created to maintain information about 

each c ountry’s population, name any two fields from the above table that should be 

included in the new table.    

1 

 iii. Name the type of relation that would exist between the table Nations and 
newly created table Population. 

1 

 iv. Name the Datatype for Population and Area field. 1 

 v .  Differentiate between Primary & Foreign Key. 1 

 v i .  Displaya Tuple where percapital Income is more than $1000. 1 

 d. Mr. Aman is planning to give a digital album to his daughter on her birthday. All the 

images have lots of colours shading and are all static images.Which of the following 

formats are best suited for this purpose: 
(i) GIF     (ii) JPEG    (iii) AVI           Justify your choice. 

1 

 e. Differentiate between GIF and MIDI file formats.   

 

1 

2. Questions given below are based on FLASH:   

 a .  Differentiate between Movie Clip and Graphics Symbol?                                                                  1 

 b. What do you understand by Scene?                                                                                                   1 

 c. Explain the usage of the following tools available in Flash.        

i.  Playhead    ii.Onion- skinning feature 

2 

 d .  What do you mean by publishing a flash movie?  

e .  Name different formats in which flash movie can be published.  

2 

 f .  Explain Panels in Flash? 1 

 g. Observe the figure given bellow and do as directed:  

 
The image on the left hand side shows the position and size of the image for frame1. 

The image on the right hand side shows the position and size of the image for frame 40. 

Write the procedure and property settings for animating the above scenario. 

 

3 

3. Questions given below are based on HTML:  

a What is the use of <NOFRAME> tag? 1 

b How to add music file sound.wav file which will start automatically and continue playing. 1 



2 

 

c Consider the following while writing the html code: 

a. Title of the page should be Swachh Bharat. 

b. Link colour should be “Red”, visiting link colour should be “Maroon”. 

c. Heading of the page is “Cyan”. 

d. Picture used in the page is the file “celeb.jpg”. 

e. Table should have the border of width 1, border of the table should be “blue”. 

f. Background of first row is “Yellow” and of second and third row is “Violet”. 

g. Pages linked to: 

 "insanitary toilet as "IT.htmlם

 "behavioral change as "BC.htmlם

h. Bottom message is of size 2 and image used in gallery.jpg for link to SBA@abc.com 
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4 Question given below are based on PHP:  

 a. Name the web server required to execute PHP on Windows Operating system. 1 

 b. Explain the working of Print Function.                                                                                                     1 

 c. What is PHP die() method?                                                                                                                    1 

 d. What are the advantages of using function in a script?                                       2 

 e. Explain with an example how to use PHP fopen() function.                                               1 

 f. What will be the output of following code segment? 

<?php 

$a= array(0,0,0,0,0); 

For($i=4;$i>=0; $i--) 

{   

 If($i%2==0) 

 $a[$i]= $i; 

else 

 $a[$i]=$i * 10; 

} 

For($i=0;$i<5;$i++) 

 Echo $a[$i]. “ “; 

?> 

2 

g Change the following code using do…….while loop without affecting the output  
<?php 
  $s=0; 
  Echo “ The output is: <BR>”; 
  For($a=1; $a<=10; $a+=3) 
  {  
  Echo $a. “<BR>”; 
  $s+=$a*$a; 

} 
Echo (“The final sum is”. $s); 

?> 
 

2 
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Name  Date 

Gender   Girl Boy  

Percentage   

StreamOffered   

 

5 Question given below are based on PHP:  

 a. What are PHP cookies? 1 

 b. Differentiate between sort() and rsort() with suitable example. 2 

 c. How is PHP file different from simple HTML file? 2 

 d. What are different modes for file opening in PHP? Explain. 2 

 e. Write a PHP program to read a text file named“mount.txt”and display the contents of the 

file on  the screen after converting all “i” to upper case letters. 
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6 Question given below are based on  JavaScript:  

 a. Define the term event. Name the events to be used in the following situations:    

(i)To perform an action when a mouse button move over the image 

(ii)To perform an action as soon as the contents of a text box change. 

 

 b. Write the difference between Sub Procedure and Function.  

 c. Convert the code using Do while……..loop without affecting the output 

<Script language="javaScript"> 

sub result()  

var i,r,rev,k  

k=1023456789 

for( i = 1; i<=10; i++) 

{ 

r=k mod 10  

rev=rev*10+r  

k=k\10 

} 

    document.write (rev)  

       

end sub 

</SCRIPT> 

 

 

 d. Find the errors and rewrite the correct code: Underline each correction. 

<Script Lang=”VBScript”> 

Dim A =1, B 

B = 10 

Do While A > 5 

Document.read(A+B)  

A + 1 =A 

B = B – 2 

Document.write(A+B)  

Next loop 

</Script> 

 

2 

 e.Write the code to display the below form and add the javascript to display the Stream 
offered as per information given below when user click on Submit Stream Button If Girl 
and Percentage >= 80 Science will be Offered if  Percentage>40 and <80 Commerce will 
be offered but if less than 40 no stream offered If Boy and Percentage>=85 Science will 
be Offered if Percentage>40 and <85 Commerce will be offered but if less than 40 then 
“NOT Qualified” o f f e r ed .  
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7 Question given below are based on Network and OSS:  

 a) Define Gateway & Modem 

b) Write short notes on SMTP & VOIP 

c) Differentiate between proprietary and open source software 

d) What is Information Kiosk 

e) What is CDMA? 

f) What is Packet Switching? 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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 g) Lakhani Organization has set up its new center at Palwal for its office and web based 

activities.It has 4blocks of buildings as shown below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Center to Center distance between various blocks 

Block A to Block B     50m 

Block B to Block C    150m 

Block C to Block D     25m 

Block A to Block D    170m 

Block B to Block D    125m 

Block A to Block C     90m 

 

Number of Computers in each Black 

Block A              25 

Block B              50 

Block C             125 

Block D              10 

 

(i)    Suggest a cable layout of connections between the blocks. Also name the topology. 

(ii)  Suggest the most suitable place (i.e.block) to house the server of this organization  

with a suitable reason. 

(iii )  Suggest the placement of the following devices with justification i) Repeater  ii) Router 

(iv) If the organization needs to link up to a branch office which is in a neighboring   

city,(around 60 km distant) suggest the best type of cabling connection, from the 

building hosting the server, provided price is not a factor. 
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